Irish Journal of Anthropology Newsletter – EthnoGraph, Welcome and Introduction
Welcome to EthnoGraph, the Irish Journal of Anthropology’s Monthly Newsletter. EthnoGraph
is a new addition to the Journal and we envisage that its scope and range will bring together
junior and established academics from around the world. We will publish EthnoGraph each
month, providing an opportunity to develop research and personal thoughts on current and
emerging issues relevant to our glocal communities. In line with the aims of the Irish Journal of
Anthropology (IJA), while we seek to foreground Irish Anthropology, the Journal and
EthnoGraph’s remit encourages submissions which promote anthropological writing from our
global colleagues. We encourage creative submissions around ethnographic research,
anthropology conference reports, current academic and social issues. For example,
photographic essays, poetry, creative prose or other artistic interpretations. We are keen to
promote interdisciplinary dialogue between anthropology and other disciplines to incorporate
a wide range of topics and issues from home (Ireland) and around the globe. The Newsletter
will publish a variety of writing, both “traditional” and creative.
Authors can submit a short abstract of 100 words to EthnoGraph’s editors, whatever the stage
in their academic career. Full pieces should be around 1,000 words and follow the author
guidelines of the Irish Journal of Anthropology excluding the Journal’s wordcount. Short
abstracts for consideration can be sent to EthnoGraph’s editors at – IJA.Newsletter@gmail.com
We look forward to a vibrant and thoughtful IJA Newsletter.
Ashwin, Xinyi, and Tom
• Ashwin Tripathi is a PhD scholar in Humanities and Social Sciences at IIT Gandhinagar (India).
Her research interest lies at the intersection of social gerontology, anthropology, and Leisure
Studies.
• Xinyi Wu is a PhD Candidate at the University of Edinburgh. She investigates the social
integration of connected and automated vehicles in the UK.
• Tom Marshall is a PhD Candidate at Queen’s University, Belfast. His research considers
Eastern European’s and their mental health.

